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In the 1930s the mathematical physicist Howard P. Robertson was the main referee of the journal Physical Review for papers concerning general relativity and related subjects. The rich correspondence between Robertson and the editors of the journal enables a historical investigation of the refereeing process of Physical Review at the time that it was becoming one of the most influential physics periodicals in the world. By focusing on this case study, the paper investigates two complementary aspects of the evolution of the refereeing process: first, the historical evolution of the refereeing practices in connection with broader contextual changes, and second, the attempts to define the activity of the referee, including the epistemic virtues required and the journal’s functions according to the participants’ categories. By exploring the tension between Robertson’s idealized picture about how the referee should behave and the desire to promote his intellectual agenda, I show that the evaluation criteria that Robertson employed were contextually dependent and I argue that, in the 1930s, through his reports the referee had an enormous power in defining what direction future research should take.
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INTRODUCTION

Many criticisms have been levelled at the efficacy of the peer-review system, and scholarly debates have ended without reaching any agreement about how it should be implemented in practice.1 Nonetheless, most scientists credit the editorial peer review as an indispensable element of good scientific practice. In public debates about controversial statements, the role of editorial peer review is so central that this practice might be considered one of the few elements that the methodologies of different scientific disciplines have in common, in natural, social and human sciences.2 In the past 40 years an increasing number of historians, sociologists and philosophers of science have emphasized that there is no such thing as the unity of sciences, not even at a purely methodological level.3 In a context in
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which methodological plurality becomes increasingly visible, the peer-review system often
assumes the role of the unifying *modus operandi* of the entire realm of scholarship, and
sometimes it is even used as a definition of scientific method *per se*.\(^4\)

Whether scientists really believe that the practice of peer review is what makes a particular
endeavour scientific, or whether the continuous reference to the relevance of editorial peer
review to validate scientific results is more of a rhetorical device employed in public debates
to persuade their audience that there is a clearly defined boundary between science and non-
science, it is certain that as a practice, peer review has a fundamental role in the daily
activities of virtually every practitioner of science.\(^5\) It is well accepted that some sort of
peer-review process is an integral part of what might be considered the ‘standard model of
the scientific periodical’.\(^6\) Scientific journals must label the work they publish as having
been ‘peer reviewed’ if they are to be considered as legitimate venues for the publication of
certified scientific results. The practice is so widespread that even journals devoted to
publishing research endeavours at the very fringe of the scientific terrain proudly declare that
their published papers have been peer reviewed.\(^7\)

Studies on the contemporary peer-review system have underlined that at present the
practice is not as well defined as it may appear. What is called peer review is actually a
patchwork of different practices, with different aims, procedures and performance
records.\(^8\) If one tries to identify the elements that are part of what the sociologist of
science Joanne Gaudet has recently christened ‘the traditional peer review’,\(^9\) one can see
that the paradigmatic aspects of today’s peer review are all an outcome of historical
evolution and are not as widespread as commonly perceived.

Even the term ‘peer review’ itself is the result of a historical process. In fact, not until the late
1960s was the word ‘peer’ introduced to define the refereeing system.\(^10\) The word seems to
provide a normative stance to the practice by indicating that the submitted research endeavour
is to be evaluated by experts in the field, who should be, at least in principle, on the same
social level in the ‘stratification system’ of a specific scientific community in the sense
employed by Harriet Zuckerman and Robert Merton in their path-breaking sociological study
of the editorial patterns of evaluation in *Physical Review* conducted in the 1960s. In that
study, the authors defined four different models that depend on the social relationship
between authors and referees in the stratification system of the physics community: the
‘oligarchical model’, the ‘populist model’, the ‘egalitarian model’ and the ‘model of
expertise’.\(^11\) Within Zuckerman and Merton’s interpretative scheme, the name peer review
would seem to imply that the pattern of evaluation should be inherently ‘egalitarian’, but it is
well understood that this idealized view is not easily implemented in practice.

Despite its central position in contemporary scientific practice, the historical evolution of
peer reviewing has so far received little attention from professional historians of science.
Apart from illuminating studies on the genesis of institutionalized refereeing systems in
royal academies at the end of the seventeenth century and pioneering attempts to
delineate the editorial evolution of the peer-review practice, only recently have historians
of science begun emphasizing the need to build a more complete picture of the historical
evolution of this all-encompassing practice.\(^12\) Taken together, the main results of these
investigations offer the general view that the historical evolution of the practice has been
fragmented, both spatially and temporally, dependent as it was on local contexts, editorial
choices and disciplinary traditions. There was no straightforward evolution of this practice
from the first historical cases of external refereeing in *Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society* to modern peer reviewing. As a consequence, in building a big picture of
the history of refereeing practices it seems necessary to focus on significant case studies that shed light on key aspects of the way in which these practices evolved.\textsuperscript{13}

One of these significant case studies is the evolution of the refereeing practice within the journal \textit{Physical Review} in the 1930s. As is well known, the publishing venues of the American Physical Society (APS)—\textit{Physical Review} and its various sister journals and sub-journals—have held a dominant position in the cluster of physics publishing venues since before World War II, well before external refereeing became systematic as an indispensable process to validate knowledge claims.\textsuperscript{14} As shown in a recent historical study by David Kaiser, \textit{Physical Review} began employing external refereeing in a systematic manner for all the submitted manuscripts only in 1960.\textsuperscript{15} Zuckerman and Merton’s sociological analysis and Kaiser’s historical investigations provide a fully fledged picture of the evolution of the refereeing practices and the establishment of formal peer review within \textit{Physical Review} in the postwar period. The prewar period, in contrast, remains largely unexplored, leaving historians without a clear understanding of how the practice evolved in the crucial period during which the journal was undergoing major transformations by becoming one of the most important physics periodicals in the world.

How did the refereeing practices within \textit{Physical Review} change during this dynamic period? How was this transformation connected to the journal’s attempts to strengthen its international reputation? How was the role of the referee understood and embodied by the editors and the referees? What did the parties involved think the journal’s function should be? Which were the criteria followed by the editors and referees alike for assessing the validity of a knowledge product? To what extent did local traditions and networks influence the fate of a manuscript? Which were the main epistemic virtues that a referee should possess according to the participants?

The endeavour to answer these questions is particularly challenging because no editorial archival repository contains the correspondence between the journal’s editors and the referees before 1938. The correspondence about submitted manuscripts is scattered in referees’ personal papers, and only a small number of these letters seem to be available for historical scrutiny. To my knowledge, the most complete collection of referee reports and related correspondence concerning the period before World War II is stored in the archived correspondence between the editors of \textit{Physical Review} and the American mathematical physicist Howard P. Robertson, on which I base the present study.

Robertson was the main referee of \textit{Physical Review} for papers concerning the general theory of relativity and related subjects from 1930 through the 1940s. The complex mathematical structure of general relativity made it difficult for most physicists to evaluate the submitted papers in that field, and Robertson came to be considered the major American authority for evaluating such manuscripts. The field of general relativity, moreover, was highly unstable at that time and its disciplinary boundaries were blurred between physics and mathematics. In their correspondence, the editors of \textit{Physical Review} and Robertson had then to evaluate carefully the relevance of submitted manuscripts for the field of physics. The entire correspondence between the editors, Robertson and, in some cases, the authors has survived, revealing many features of the steps undertaken to implement the refereeing in the period under consideration. Moreover, Robertson is an interesting case because he had to be very explicit about the criteria according to which the decision about the publication of manuscripts should be taken.

Although his field of expertise made Robertson a special case not suitable for unproblematic generalization, his long-lasting and continuous correspondence permits a
broad understanding of the refereeing practices, of the journal’s function and of the power structures embedded in this activity and also of their transformation in the 1930s. A comparison with a few other referee reports confirms that the dynamics of the triangular relationship author–editor–referee emerging in the correspondence between Robertson and the editors of Physical Review followed a quite general pattern.

To make the different aspects of the historical transformation of the refereeing practice in Physical Review and its broader implications emerge, this paper is structured as follows. The first section presents an overview of Robertson’s scientific activities in connection with the status of relativity theory at that time. The second section focuses on the transformations of the American physics community and more specifically on the structural changes in the publication venues of the APS. In the third section the refereeing practices of Physical Review and their historical development are explored in connection with broader contextual changes. The fourth section concerns the relationship of the scientist with the activity of refereeing in a period when the practice was not accepted by every author as a step between the writing of a paper and its final publication in the society’s journal. This investigation, in turn, sheds light on the self-perception of the referee as a scientific persona, with the focus on the epistemic virtues he should possess, as well as on the function of the journal according to the participants’ categories. By exploring the tension between Robertson’s idealized picture about how the referee should behave and the desire to promote his intellectual agenda, I show that the evaluation criteria that Robertson employed were contextually dependent. In the conclusion, I argue that in the 1930s the few referees of Physical Review had enormous power in promoting their own agendas through the activity of refereeing.

**HOWARD P. ROBERTSON: AN AUTHORITY IN A MARGINAL FIELD**

In the 1930s general relativity was in the middle of what has been called its ‘low-water-mark’ period. Only a few scientists worked on what many physicists considered a mathematical theory with little connection, if any, to experimental activities. It is possible to classify the branches of theoretical physics research related to general relativity in three different categories: (i) the extension of the theory towards the formulation of a unified field theory; (ii) the application of general relativity to a theory of the Universe, that is, cosmology; and (iii) more marginally, attempts at quantizing Einstein’s gravitational equation. Robertson made important contributions only to relativistic cosmology, but he acted as a referee for all the above-mentioned research fields. Since 1930 his advice was regularly requested to judge the submitted manuscripts in these research fields, as if Robertson were the main authority within the APS. The reason why Robertson came to hold this position was probably his strong mathematical training in both American and European universities—after which he had become one of the most authoritative American experts in differential geometry and group theory—as well as his strong interest in the foundations of physics and in the application of abstract mathematics to physical problems, especially in the field of general relativity, features that together made him a unique figure within the membership of the APS at that time.

At first he was an external referee, and then from 1937 to 1940 he served as member of the editorial board. The kinds of paper that were sent to him for refereeing did not change after he became a member of the editorial board, but he received them more frequently. After
1940 he continued to receive various requests to review submitted manuscripts, to which he often agreed.

In the early 1930s his connection with the APS publication activities was increased by his commitment to write a review on relativistic cosmology for *Reviews of Modern Physics*, which would later become important as the major reference on the state of the art in that field. The Irish mathematician John L. Synge recognized the relevance of Robertson’s review in providing a standard reference for further developments by stating that Robertson ‘had done something very useful in coordinating the entire field of cosmology’.21

Robertson was in fact deeply involved in the effort to define epistemological and methodological norms in the field of physical cosmology. Given its peculiar status within the natural sciences and its blurred disciplinary boundaries, most of the physics community perceived physical cosmology as a marginal research field in comparison with other branches that had a stronger relation with experimentation and observation, such as quantum mechanics and nuclear physics.22 Within these efforts, Robertson took special care in his refereeing activity, which became part of his attempts at setting the standards of his field of expertise and at strengthening the position of his field within the American physics community.

**STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN PHYSICAL REVIEW**

In 1913 the APS had taken over *Physical Review* with the ambition that the society’s management would help to strengthen the reputation of the journal.23 The attempt to increase the prestige of the journal remained initially confined to the national context. In German academic settings, the journal was still considered a minor publication as late as 1927. Less than 10 years later, the international standing of the journal was radically increased: in the mid 1930s *Physical Review* was already regarded as one of the leading physics publications in the world.24

Between the end of the 1920s and the beginning of the 1930s, the APS underwent far-reaching changes, which in part reflected broader socio-political–economic transformations both in the USA and in Europe. During this period its membership grew steadily and it gained prominence within the international physics landscape in view of the increasing relevance of both experimental and theoretical activities of physicists working in the USA.25 The growth of the society, the increasing specialization of physics practitioners and an unprecedented separation between theoretical and experimental physics were all posing enormous challenges for the editorial board of the APS’s major publication venue.

After the APS assumed responsibility for the publication of *Physical Review*, the journal was managed by an editorial board consisting of one managing editor—who received a salary from the society—and nine other members, all elected by the society members for a three-year term. The historical sources do not clarify the exact function of the editorial board, which was initially to provide ‘assistance and advice’ to the editors, but it seems evident that the managing editor held nearly uncontested power in all the major decisions concerning the administration of the journal and its editorial policies.26 Although the members of the editorial board were not eligible for a second term, the managing editor could, and usually did, maintain his position for many years. The managing editor had then the possibility of realizing his vision of the journal, thus providing strong editorial continuity during his period of management.
John T. Tate, who was the managing editor of Physical Review from 1926 to 1950, devoted himself completely to the success of the journal, and the editorship became his central scientific activity after his election. As a response to the changing social composition of the community of which the journal was the main publishing venue and to its increasing international reputation, starting from the late 1920s, Tate put in place a general strategy of diversification and multiplication of the editorial production of the APS. Supported by the Council of the APS, Tate was able to promote radical changes in a relatively short time. In 1929 Tate advocated the establishment of what was later called Reviews of Modern Physics—a new journal entirely dedicated to the publication of reviews of recent work in various fields of physics, which would become a dominant publication venue in physics from the 1930s onwards. Recognizing that speed of publication was becoming a pressing requirement for the increasing American physics community, which was in fierce competition with European physicists, in July 1929 Tate began publishing a new section of Physical Review entitled ‘Letters to the Editors’, probably inspired by the success of correspondence columns in British scientific journals such as Nature and Philosophical Magazine. When Tate officially announced the establishment of this section, he stated that accepted communications would be published within two weeks from the submission date, although this promise was not always fulfilled. A third significant editorial change occurred in 1931, when a new monthly publication sponsored by the APS was launched: the journal Physics, which was devoted to applied physics and would become Journal of Applied Physics in 1937. The growth of editorial work and the strategy of diversification also led to some relevant changes in the handling of the submitted papers. Apparently, one person could no longer be sufficient to carry the administrative work of the APS journals alone. In 1931 J. William Buchta, a colleague of Tate’s at the University of Minnesota, became assistant editor and continued to work as editor of APS periodicals until 1957.

The implementation and transformation of the refereeing practices during the 1930s have to be understood within this context. Tate, and later Buchta, had to face the rapid increase in the editorial activities within the APS. At the same time, economic constraints worsened by the Great Depression imposed serious limitations on the space available for the publication of the papers within the pages of Physical Review. On the other hand, Tate had to, and wanted to, establish procedures for supporting the rapid growth of the journal’s prestige internationally and for facing the increasing specialization of the authors, which seemed to require an external expertise for the evaluation of manuscripts in fields in which Tate could not provide an informed judgement.

Attempts at standardizing the refereeing procedure in the 1930s

A set of tables presumably drafted by Buchta to record the editorial path of the submitted manuscripts from 1932 to 1937 shows that during these years little more than half of the submitted manuscripts were sent out for refereeing. Although it is not clear when Tate began employing external refereeing, the documents show that there was a substantial employment of the practice in the 1930s, greater than in the immediate period after World War II. The referees were mostly members of the editorial board, which implies that the refereeing was one of their tasks, and perhaps the major one. However, other members of the APS with a recognized expertise in a particular field also appeared in the list of
referees, although more infrequently. Furthermore, physicists who had once been members of the editorial board continued to serve as referees, even after they had left their official position at the journal.

From 1931 onwards, the establishment of the American Institute of Physics—incorporating five societies (the APS, the Optical Society of America, the Acoustical Society of America, the Society of Rheology and the American Association of Physics Teachers), each with its own publication venues—enlarged the network of editors who could be contacted to decide the more suitable journal for a specific piece of written knowledge. In the 1930s, to summarize, the network of referees and physicists able to assess the validity of a manuscript and advise on its editorial destination was not large. Nonetheless, it was slowly increasing, growing beyond the small circle of editorial board members.

The investigated correspondence and the tables allow the main steps of the refereeing process to be clarified from the manuscript’s submission up to its final publication or, more rarely, rejection. Until the early 1930s, Tate tended to read all the manuscripts to evaluate whether to publish the paper or submit it for further refereeing. In the latter case, Tate asked for comments and suggestions from only one referee, who was requested to send the report within a certain timespan. (This timespan was 10 days in 1937.) Only rarely did Tate later require a second review, which happened when a second opinion was directly requested or suggested by the first referee. If we assume that Tate was the only one who judged the manuscripts when the referee was not indicated in the tables, as seems plausible, then we can deduce that Tate never rejected a paper without asking for a referee report, at least in the period covered by the conserved tables. On the one hand this indicates that the journal had a very low rejection rate, which according to Zuckerman and Merton might imply that the editors were working under the assumption that a paper is publishable unless proved otherwise. On the other hand this also suggests that the refereeing process could have been employed by Tate to give the anonymous authorities the responsibility to reject a paper so as to keep the role of managing editor out of possible controversies. In fact, the model of single-blind review was almost always followed, except when the referees voluntarily disclosed their identity by keeping in touch with the authors to discuss interesting matters.

Robertson’s entry into this activity seems to confirm that the transfer of responsibility from the editor to the referee in controversial cases was, at least in the early 1930s, one of the motivations behind the employment of external refereeing. In 1930 Tate first included Robertson in his network of referees when he asked him to help evaluate a couple of letters to the editor by the English physicist William Band, putting forward a novel approach to the unified field theories. Given the ‘confused state of the problem’ in unified field theories, as Robertson stressed, an evaluation of the letters was very difficult because it required a delicate balance between very different criteria. In Robertson’s view, the search for a unified field theory was in such a state that one could hardly say that a particular investigation was wrong in a straightforward manner. Robertson had to express clearly the motivations as to why one of the letters was worthy of publication whereas the second one, he claimed, was ‘valueless’. Moreover, his arguments should have permitted Tate to find a way to convince the author of the validity of the referee’s judgement. After a series of exchanges, Tate heartily thanked Robertson for the ‘dirty work’ he had done in the case of Band’s letters to the editor. The use of the idiomatic expression ‘dirty work’ to describe what might seem a simple activity of refereeing implies that Tate was thanking Robertson for having assumed the unpleasant job of
criticizing a manuscript so that Tate could shift the responsibility for its rejection to an anonymous referee. Tate’s use of this expression, along with the fact that Tate apparently never rejected a paper without having first sent it to a referee, supports the claim that Tate was also using the refereeing to maintain the role of the managing editor ‘clean’ as far as the decision to reject manuscripts written by his peers was concerned.

The relationship with the authors of the submitted manuscript was in fact a motive of concern for the editors, and the referee had a major role in shaping this relationship. If the paper was sent out for refereeing, the editor’s response to the author strongly depended on the referee’s assessments. Once Tate had requested help from a referee, he tended to follow his suggestions with some degree of arbitration. However, the practice itself was rather complex. Because the referee only rarely sent the editor a separate impersonal document to forward to the author, the editor had to write a different letter himself, employing some of the referee’s arguments. Sometimes, the referee explicitly indicated which remarks should be included in the editor’s response to the author. More often, the editor had both the freedom and the duty to choose from the referee report what he considered appropriate. This triangular process made Robertson free to use ironic and dismissive expressions in assessing the value of a research endeavour. This process, in turn, could also create many problems for the editors, who had to do very careful work to modify dismissive expressions included in sharp referee reports.

Sometimes errors occurred, which could strongly affect the relationship between the journal and the physicists who were willing to have their name printed in its pages. Sending the response by the theoretical physicist Ludwik Silberstein to Robertson’s negative assessment of his manuscript, Tate explained that ‘in paraphrasing [Robertson’s] remarks, [Tate had] left the word “childish” which, of course, called for a rather emotional response from Silberstein.’ Indeed, Silberstein was incensed by the tone of the report and strongly criticized the anonymous referee for having been ‘shamelessly arrogant and perfectly unfair’.

In the early years of the 1930s the request of the editor to the referee came through a rather informal letter, sometimes carrying the editor’s strong personal opinions about the value of the manuscript. An example of this attitude can be found in a letter in which Tate asked for suggestions about a paper on projective relativity by the theoretical physicist Banesh Hoffman. In the letter, Physical Review’s editor stated: ‘I can make nothing of this paper and I get the impression that it is mostly throwing one’s weight around.’ The requests concerning papers or letters to the editor that were not judged worthy of immediate publication were often very terse with direct questions such as, ‘What shall I do with the enclosed letter to the Editor…?’ More often than not, in his request, the editor gave the impression of handing over the entire responsibility for the final decision about a submitted manuscript to the referee.

The referee’s responses were similarly an expression of this sort of familiarity between the editors and the referee. The first referee reports prepared by Robertson were in the form of a simple letter, containing judgements about the paper and often including jokes. Only on rare occasions did Robertson send in a separate set of sheets with a more formal report, including mathematical demonstrations. Another example was provided by John C. Slater, who, in a letter to Tate assessing various issues, destroyed en passant a manuscript submitted to Physical Review by stating: ‘The paper which you sent me to review seems to be entirely crazy. I presume you came to the same conclusions.’

Although the trajectory is far from being linear, the correspondence shows that, starting from the mid-1930s, there were clear attempts to introduce a higher degree of formality in the
refereeing process. The assistant editor began sending as many letters as the editor-in-chief, if not more. In addition, the tone of editors’ letters tended to be much more neutral than before—at times with only one question directly asking for an evaluation of the manuscript. The increasing number of submitted papers probably led Tate to give up his attempt to read all the materials and in all probability he began forwarding some papers directly to the members of the editorial board and the experts of his circle of referees who, in his opinion, could judge the content of the papers.

More tellingly, in about 1935 a questionnaire was introduced to guide the referees’ evaluation. From that moment onwards, an increasing number of Robertson’s replies were based on this questionnaire. Figure 1 represents the first of these questionnaire-based reports about a manuscript submitted by the Swiss astronomer Fritz Zwicky—an image that only partly discloses the structure of the questionnaire. A more complete document found in a different archive sheds light on its exact structure, though. The bulk of the questionnaire was divided into two three-question parts. The first asked for an evaluation of the content, and the second required from the referee an attentive judgement concerning the form of the manuscript. The very first question asked for a judgement about the scientific value of the paper by questioning whether the results contained therein were novel and interesting enough to warrant publication in the journal. The second content-related question addressed the issues concerning the mathematical and logical reasoning, and the third invited the referee to reflect on the novelty and importance of specific parts of the manuscript, to evaluate whether it could possibly be shortened. The form-related part required the referee to evaluate the order of presentation, the overall length of the paper and the English language employed by the author. The questionnaire ended by asking for ‘other remarks’ and ‘recommendation’.

It is not possible to isolate a clear-cut historical passage from the informal letter to the questionnaire as the method by which the editors requested an evaluation of the submitted manuscripts. Some of Robertson’s referee reports sent after 1935 continued to be unrelated to any kind of questionnaire, and the historical process concerning the decision to employ it remains unclear. In any case, it is evident that the questionnaire became more and more established as a way of increasing the effectiveness of the refereeing process. The number of Robertson’s reports that were based on the questionnaire tended to increase rapidly over time and it remained a common procedure at least until the early 1950s.

Although the process leading to the decision of introducing the questionnaire remains unknown, the questions contained therein make the concerns behind this decision apparent. The growth of the editorial activity required a more systematic organization in the handling of submitted papers. The questionnaire-based reports contained precise information including the title of the submitted paper and the dates of reception and reviewing, which permitted easier cataloguing of the increasing quantity of material. Moreover, the length of papers began to be a major concern, as is evident from the fact that suggestions for reducing the length of the submitted papers were asked in both the content-related and form-related sections of the questionnaire. The stress on the issue of length is most probably an outcome of the tension between the increasing number of submitted manuscripts and the limited number of pages that the journal could contain. The questions concerning the English language might be a result of an increasing internationalization of the journal or, more probably, of the transformation of the American physics community, which had recently increased by admitting many German-speaking Jewish refugees.
Whatever the reason for the introduction of the questionnaire, it had the potential to change the practice of refereeing in depth. The formulation of precise questions to guide the referee’s evaluation of the manuscript could in principle impose some constraints on...
The range of action of the referee. The questionnaire could, for instance, serve as a barrier to the more familiar relationships that the referees and the editors could have expressed more easily in personal letters. Moreover, the questionnaire asked the referee to focus on some topics (such as the order and length of the paper as well as the English language) that could have escaped the attention of a referee more interested in the scientific content of the submitted manuscript. The questionnaire was implicitly requesting the referee to modify his practice. No longer was his role limited to giving judgement about whether a paper was publishable or not. The referee was explicitly asked to improve the form of the presentation of the manuscript and then to suggest many more modifications than had been done before. The questionnaire could be a turn towards a standardization of the practice that entailed a transformation of the role of the referee from that of external judge to being similar to an advisor of the final publication—a role that has become quite common in today’s practice.

The case of Robertson shows, however, that the informal-to-formal transformation implicitly embodied in the questionnaire did not occur easily. The way in which he handled the questionnaire shows that he did not make full use of all of the questions. Robertson’s archived referee reports, mostly containing only Robertson’s responses, could easily lead to the wrong impression that the questionnaire changed quite often, whereas a more detailed analysis shows that the changes depended on the unsystematic way in which Robertson employed it. Figure 2 shows an example of this partial employment of the questionnaire by Robertson. In the referee report he used the two parts of the questionnaire but completely ignored the actual questions (figure 2). Moreover, Robertson often employed only the section ‘remarks’ for writing his judgements, thus reducing the potentially formalizing impact of the questionnaire on the refereeing practice itself.

The frequent employment of the questionnaire did not lead to a change of Robertson’s informal style in providing harsh judgements either. For example, as late as 1949 Robertson wrote a tongue-in-cheek questionnaire-based referee report for a paper written by the Portuguese mathematical physicist Antonio Gião, which Robertson did not consider worthy of publication. To the question asking whether there were ways in which to improve the order of presentation, Robertson answered: ‘If it were written in invisible ink.’ The same holds true for a referee report about the Lorentzian interpretation of the gravitation equation put forward by the highly respected industrial physicist and disbeliever of relativity Herbert E. Ives. In his report Robertson ironically emphasized that ‘the insistence on sticking to “Lorentzian” instead of the more appropriate “Minkowski” forces [was] a bit (ca. 40 yrs) out of date.’ Another example is to be found in the section ‘remarks’ of a referee report written in 1937. Robertson writes: ‘this is the most wrong paper it has ever been my misfortune to see [sic] eyes upon’, before concluding the report with the final recommendation: ‘absolute and unconditional rejection, pointing out the numerous errors of his ways’. It seems that Robertson could never resist including jokes or witty remarks in his reports. In November 1937 Buchta sent him a paper by the Dutch physicist Wander Johannes de Haas that had previously been rejected, asking whether they might be more generous. Robertson again replied in the negative, suggesting instead that ‘the author ought to quit patting himself on the back.’

Although Tate and Buchta tried to establish a formal procedure, possibly aimed at fostering an effective system for the evaluation of the proposed manuscripts, the familiarity between the editor and the chosen referees changed neither suddenly nor dramatically after the establishment of the new method. Until the end of the 1950s,
Robertson’s style remained essentially sarcastic, especially, as one might well expect, with regard to those papers he did not consider worthy of publication in *Physical Review* or in any other scientific journal. The informal and ironic manner that Robertson employed in his
referee reports, moreover, did not depend on a possibly close relationship between Tate and himself but remained virtually unchanged if the request had originally come from Buchta or from subsequent editors.\textsuperscript{61} The ways in which Robertson framed his views were an integral part of his refereeing. Although Robertson’s ironical use of the questionnaire was plausibly exceptional, the difficulty in sticking to the new requirements embodied by the questionnaire was not peculiar to him. For instance, the Anglo-American theoretical physicist William F. G. Swann also found it difficult to use the questionnaire as a basis for the referee report and preferred to provide a separate letter in which he focused only on the content of the reviewed paper without addressing the formal aspects at all.\textsuperscript{62}

**THE SHAPING OF A REFEREE: TENSIONS BETWEEN EPISTEMIC VIRTUES AND INTELLECTUAL AGENDAS**

Besides shedding light on the actual practices, the correspondence between *Physical Review*’s editors and Robertson allows a series of elements concerning the perception of the refereeing activities according to the participants’ categories at that time to be brought out. These elements include the criteria that were used to evaluate manuscripts, as well as the personal concerns expressed by the scientists grappling with the loosely defined activity of refereeing. In the present analysis I connect these elements to the attempts to define the epistemic virtues that a good referee should possess—namely, those intellectual dispositions that could serve as guiding principles for the referees’ actions in the pursuit of the advancement of knowledge—and to the tensions related to these attempts.\textsuperscript{63}

Many of the concerns exposed in the investigated correspondence were in part motivated by the fact that in the 1930s the practice was not completely accepted by all members of the physics community. It is well known that after Albert Einstein received a careful referee report contesting some of the conclusions of a paper he wrote with his collaborator Nathan Rosen, Einstein replied with an incensed letter stating that he had not authorized Tate to show his paper to other specialists before publication. Einstein’s was only the most well-known example of the tension created by the different conceptions of the editorial process that was then current among practitioners. Many theoretical physicists coming from Germany or German-speaking countries, for instance, were unfamiliar with the practice of refereeing. The editors of authoritative German physics journals, including *Annalen der Physik*, did not usually seek external advice, and the publication of new papers by established scholars was almost automatic.\textsuperscript{64}

In the unstable context in which refereeing was still perceived with suspicion by a part of the changing American physics community, the referees felt a strong responsibility to define the criteria that should be employed, as well as the epistemic virtues that a referee should possess to make the practice acceptable to the entire community. In this sense the referee was not only evaluating a paper but also implicitly building a complex entity—a *scientific persona*, as elaborated by Daston and Sibum—who had to possess specific epistemic virtues to embody the evolving function and its role in the production of certified knowledge.\textsuperscript{65} At the same time, the investigation of these concerns reveals how the participants themselves perceived the function of the journal in that precise historic moment.

Arguably, the editor used several different criteria both at the beginning of the process, when he had to decide which papers were to be published and which were to be put under the judgement of a referee, and at the end, when he had to close a triangular
negotiation with a final decision about the editorial disposition of the manuscript. For their part the referees also employed different criteria in providing their assessments and recommendations. The criteria that Robertson employed might be separated into two kinds: one was general, applicable (and presumably applied) to every submitted paper; the other was specific to the subject matter of Robertson’s expertise.

As for the general elements shaping the judgements and concerns of both the referee and the editor, if a paper was to be accepted, the mathematics employed had to be correct, and the reasoning exposed had to be consistent. If this was the case, the paper was considered publishable, if it contained what the editor defined as ‘new results’ in the questionnaire. According to the participants’ categories, this was the central element in deciding the fate of a manuscript. The focus on the novelty of a paper’s results had several implications. One of the most significant was that it specified the main attribute that a good referee should possess: he had to have an extended knowledge of the literature about a particular field to recognize whether similar findings had already been published. This quality played a major part when the editors were called to choose a new member of the editorial board, as shown in a letter by Tate on the appointment of Hans Bethe: ‘I [nominated Bethe] for purely practical purposes. ... He has easily more encyclopedic information in his head on both the theory and the experiment in nuclear physics than almost any one else.’ This in turn implied that a good referee had to be the type of scientist who spent time carefully studying both past and current literature and who tried to be aware of all the work done in his field of expertise. This requirement was not trivial. Not every outstanding scientist of the period was eager to spend much time on the literature. Some important practitioners, including Einstein, had very different perceptions about the epistemic virtues of scientists: Einstein preferred to do all his derivations alone instead of relying on previous work by others.

The focus on the novelty of results as a main motivation for publishing a certain research endeavour is also very instructive in understanding how the participants perceived the role of the journal in their discipline’s dynamics and in the life of their specific community. Indeed, it suggests that the allocation of credit was commonly perceived to be one of the most important purposes, if not the most important purpose, of scientific journals. Although this is not surprising, it is striking to note how often and to what degree this topic was central to the argument of the referee. Robertson frequently suggested that the paper should be transformed into a letter to the editor. In these cases, he disagreed with many of the passages actually contained within the paper but wished to avoid the possibility that an original result did not receive due credit because of his negative judgement. In contrast, if the main result of a submitted paper had already been published as an abstract, he usually suggested rejection on the grounds that the abstract would have been sufficient to obtain credit for the finding.

However, the novelty argument was occasionally used as a rhetorical device to recommend the rejection of particular approaches or theories that Robertson strongly disapproved of, even when they had only been published in non-English-language journals. This case, in turn, suggests that Robertson did not consider the journal as a means of spreading knowledge quickly. He seemed to consider publication in Physical Review as a reward to the author rather than as a method for the readers to increase their knowledge. In this sense, Physical Review was seen as a way of allocating authority and power within a specific community rather than as a way of making knowledge products more readily available to a larger set of practitioners.
As confirmation of this view of the journal’s function, the quality of previous achievements of the submitting author also played a major part in pondering whether a paper was to be published or rejected. Robertson was enough of an expert to spot possible mistakes, undue assumptions or non-physical consequences of a mathematical theory. However, more than once he relied on his personal judgement about the overall skill of the author to come to a final decision. After an exchange between Tate, Robertson and the author of a manuscript that Robertson did not consider worthy of publication because of its unclear physical significance, Robertson clearly stated that a scientist ‘of good scientific standing... has more right to be heard than any single referee has to throttle!’74 On this note, when Robertson gave his assessment of a paper written by Synge, his judgement was deeply affected by Synge’s prestige in the field. Robertson disagreed with the physical assumptions that Synge used in the manuscript and believed that in view of the observational data the proposed theory would be untenable in higher approximations. Nevertheless, Robertson asked Tate to dismiss his judgement and to ask someone else because Synge was a competent mathematician and his work was most probably ‘correct to the approximations employed’.75

More prosaically, one of the most used criteria dealt with the affiliation of the author to the society of which the journal was the main publication venue.76 When providing his judgements about the consistency of the physical assumptions employed, Robertson clearly differentiated between papers coming from authors who were members of the APS and those written by physicists who were not affiliated with the organization. This was true of a two-part paper submitted by the physicist Frederick L. Arnot entitled ‘The basis of a theory of the Universe’. Because he found Arnot’s approach strongly objectionable, Robertson recommended that both parts of the paper be rejected on the grounds that Arnot was not a member of the APS and that he seemed to have easy access to English journals in which he had previously published.77 If an author was both an authority in his field and an esteemed member of the APS with a recognized status within the society (such as the fellowship), the referee did not feel the need to propose a rejection of his manuscripts, in spite of any negative judgements about the scientific cogency of the work submitted. Robertson exposed this feeling in his recommendation of a two-part paper by the well-known German–American physicist Alfred Landé in 1939. He wrote: ‘Landé is a Fellow of the [APS], and enjoys a good reputation in physics circles. As such, he has the right to be heard.’78

Besides the above-mentioned criteria, which could be applied to any submitted paper, a fundamental role was played by epistemological considerations largely related to the unstable position of Robertson’s field of expertise in the scientific landscape. The theory of general relativity and related research posed several problems arising from the undefined and shifting disciplinary boundaries between mathematics and physics, and the critical role of theoretical assumptions in such a borderline field. Because in his own scientific activities, especially in his approach to relativistic cosmology, Robertson held very clear opinions about the relations between empirical observations, physical assumptions and mathematical reasoning, in his refereeing Robertson did not disdain taking a definitive stance against the publication of papers that presented approaches that he either did not consider promising or regarded as being too close to a rationalistic approach to theoretical physics and cosmology.79 In the 1930s the main targets of Robertson’s public criticisms were the special relativistic cosmological theory put forward by Edward A. Milne and Eddington’s fundamental theory unifying general relativity, quantum theory and cosmology, based on numerological reasoning about the dimensionless ratios of universal constants. In his view,
all these attempts were driven by rationalistic perspectives, which according to him were very far removed from the actual way in which physical theories could, and actually did, progress. In his correspondence Robertson continuously criticized the above-mentioned approaches and he came to identify a sort of English school of cosmological thought against which he was constantly striving.\(^{80}\)

Robertson’s personal scientific battle repeatedly affected his work as a referee. His opposition to a particular approach played a prominent part in his final judgement as to whether a paper was to be published or rejected. If the physical hypotheses did not satisfy his personal criteria about the soundness of the assumptions, he regarded the hypotheses as \textit{ad hoc} and tended to suggest the rejection of papers that employed reasoning he considered similar to those employed by the above-mentioned English savants. In the same vein he promoted his own view by suggesting the publication of papers explicitly opposing these views. The final recommendation of a paper submitted by Boris Podolsky that aimed at criticizing a previous work by Eddington does not leave much doubt about Robertson’s explicit motivation in evaluating the paper. Robertson wrote: ‘Not too exciting, but it seems to me justifiable to publish refutations of stuff published by supposedly reputable scientists as A.S.E. [Arthur S. Eddington].’\(^{81}\) Moreover, he often expressed judgements as to whether a paper was a promising attack on current problems. Even when he found no error, he considered himself in the position to evaluate which research projects might be fruitful enough for further research, thus in effect employing his own general approach to judge the future developments of the fields in which he was actively involved.\(^{82}\)

The arguments based on epistemological considerations strongly contrasted with the one that saw novelty of results as the main criterion in evaluating whether a paper was worthy of publication in \textit{Physical Review}. In employing these different criteria, Robertson was actually referring to different views of the journal’s function. When epistemological considerations played the major part, Robertson seemed to consider the journal as a place to ‘immortalize’, or make eternal, the research results of a colleague.\(^{83}\) Although Robertson’s own expression ‘immortalize’ can be interpreted in different ways, it seems that Robertson intended, again, the journal to be a place where the authors’ scientific results would be rewarded rather than made available to a broader readership. But in this case, the question that plausibly was implicit in Robertson’s evaluation was: what kind of writing was worth receiving the status of being read by virtually the entire physics community?

Although both criteria were eventually understood in the light of what the journal provided for the author more than for the reader, the criterion of epistemological soundness related to the function of scientific journals as ‘immortalization’ was in conflict with the criteria based on the view of the journal as a place to allocate recognition for novel discoveries. This contrast emerged explicitly in some of Robertson’s referee reports, in which he exposed his concerns about the criteria for the acceptance or rejection of submitted manuscripts. Reflecting on a paper written by Haas, Robertson expressed his opposition to the idea that a future incorporation of what he considered Haas’s \textit{ad hoc} hypothesis in a more general field theory should lead to Haas’s being credited for having proposed the idea as an ‘isolated hunch’.\(^{84}\) In using different criteria for assessing the validity of a manuscript depending on varying views of the journal’s role and on loosely defined images of the epistemic virtues that a good referee should possess, Robertson made some original syntheses, which in general tended towards the promotion of his own scientific agenda. In turn, this resulted in the view that the referee had both the right and the power to indicate what direction future research should take.
CONCLUSION

In the 1930s, Physical Review was establishing a form of refereeing system under the assumption that this practice would eventually be accepted by all members of the American physics community. In implementing the practice, both Tate and Robertson followed an implicit agenda. The former wished to improve the qualitative standards of the journal; the latter wanted to improve the status of general relativity and, more specifically, of relativistic cosmology within the physics community. As I have shown above, when a paper was sent to the referee, the editor tended to follow the referee’s judgement, although with some degree of arbitration. But the referee used various and contrasting criteria to judge the validity of the manuscripts. Because of the particular epistemic status of general relativity theory in that period, one of the criteria dealt with epistemological considerations about what Robertson believed to be unduly physical assumptions. The balance between the different criteria about the validity of the submitted manuscript was very complex and created a certain tension, which Robertson’s referee reports sometimes made explicit.

The contrast between the criteria employed can be understood on three different levels. On the most basic level, the tension concerned the difficulties in establishing a clear scale of values that could be followed in every case. Robertson tended to change this scale of criteria depending on the general programme of which the paper was an expression. Although novelty of results seemed to be the fundamental point in most referee reports, it might also be used rhetorically to avoid the publication of papers that Robertson found objectionable according to his own epistemological views. More subtly, novelty was turned into a negative feature when, as in Haas’s manuscript, it could become a way to allocate credit when Robertson did not consider the approach worthy of that credit. In this sense, even the criterion of novelty was rather flexible, and at times of secondary importance with regard to Robertson’s more general view about the soundness and relevance of the proposed manuscript.

At the level of the journal’s function according to the participants’ categories, the tension emphasizes that those involved were continuously reconfiguring the meaning of a scientific journal. Robertson did not seem to consider fundamental problems such as the prompt and rapid diffusion of scientific knowledge. He was always concerned more with what the journal could do for the author than with what it could do for the reader. In this sense, the tension between the different views of the journal’s function was not so strong and these views could be negotiated and changed according to the preference of the referee.

At the third level, the epistemic virtues of the referees were also negotiated. A fundamental requirement was that the referee had an ample awareness of the literature and would be willing to take time from his own research to serve the community. This suggests a precise kind of scientific persona who was not particularly concerned with geniality or competitiveness but should rather be a repository of common knowledge. Moreover, Robertson believed that he had to be open to the publication of pluralistic views. But even in this case this perception of the role of the referee contrasted with his own scientific needs to promote his own approach. In all the cases in which Robertson had to evaluate approaches that he constantly challenged in his daily scientific activity, his own agenda became more relevant than the virtues he ideally considered important in acting as a good referee.

If we generalize these points, we can conclude that in the 1930s the referee had enormous power to prevent the publication of papers from scholars whose overall approach he had direct quarrels about. Because the editor tended to follow the advice of the only referee called to evaluate the manuscript, it seems that the refereeing practice of the time could
hardly be called peer review if the egalitarian meaning of the word ‘peer’ in the Mertonian sense is to be maintained. The referee was undoubtedly an authority in the field and had an enormous degree of power—a power that was realized in several ways, from the dismissive language employed in the referee reports to the familiarity with the editor. More importantly, the referee felt that he had the right to define what was a meaningful or promising direction for future research, along with the tendency to support his own agenda and epistemological convictions.

The link between the present research and previous studies concerning the postwar period suggests that the evolution of the practice of refereeing in *Physical Review* was disrupted, particularly by the war and its related social changes and by problems concerning the disclosure of scientific results that may have been employed in military research. Tate’s death in 1950 also posed a sort of caesura; as shown by Kaiser, Samuel Goudsmit—the editor of *Physical Review* from 1951—and his assistant editor, Simon Pasternak, reinvented ways of implementing the refereeing practice, thus implying that the editorial evolution was also related to the contingent persons with the responsibility to implement the practice. They employed memos to their colleagues at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, who were asked to fill out the form to provide initial assessments and judgements about the submitted manuscripts. The procedure helped understand whether the decision about the paper could be made through in-house connections or whether an external referee was in fact needed. The various formalizing attempts evolved rapidly and in 1960 the editors began to send all papers to external referees, with a pre-printed referee form asking for comments that would be transmitted directly to the authors. The number of both submitted papers and referees increased further in the following years, requiring an automation of the entire process. In this historical process one can identify with Kaiser a development from a practice based on familiarity (close relationships between the editors and the referees) to an impersonal mechanical system, which was necessary to cope with the rapidly increasing number of submitted manuscripts. Kaiser argues that the institutionalization of a formal peer-review process for the evaluation of submitted manuscripts was mostly a consequence of, or at least was strongly related to, the enormous growth of the population of physicists and the related pace of specialization and information overload in the USA in the period after World War II and during the Cold War. By taking into consideration a similar period (1948–56), Zuckerman and Merton have argued that during these years the evaluation pattern of *Physical Review* was close to what they called the ‘model of expertise’.

If we accept Zuckerman and Merton’s categorization summarized in the introduction, one might say that in the 1930s the refereeing model followed by *Physical Review* was instead similar to what they called the ‘oligarchical model’ of the refereeing practice. The present conclusion seems to be in line with a recent study by Imogen Clarke, who argues that in the 1920s the British physics periodicals *Proceedings of the Royal Society of London A* and *Philosophical Magazine* were both strongly influenced by small networks of experts granted the authority to evaluate the research endeavours of all the other practitioners. Given this transformation in the approaches to the refereeing process within *Physical Review* from the 1930s to the 1950s, the quite rapid historical development of the practice and its gradual transformation into what we now call peer review suggests, in agreement with Kaiser and Burnham, that this process might well have been related to an evolution mostly due to the quantitative growths of the number of specialists and to the associated pace of specialization.
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